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Abstract: In the industrial domain, one important research activity for cognitive robotics is the
development of assistant robots. In this work, we show how the use of a cognitive assistant robot
can contribute to (i) improving task effectiveness and productivity, (ii) providing autonomy for the
human supervisor to make decisions, providing or improving human operators’ skills, and (iii) giving
feedback to the human operator in the loop. Our approach is evaluated on variability reduction in a
manual assembly system. The overall study and analysis are performed on a model of the assembly
system obtained using the Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) and tested in a robotic
simulated scenario. Results show that a cognitive assistant robot is a useful partner in the role of
improving the task effectiveness of human operators and supervisors.
Keywords: cognitive robots; human-robot interaction; assistant robotics; variability

1. Introduction
In the industrial domain, one important research activity for cognitive robotics is the development
of assistant or advisor robots designed for increasing productivity and effective work organisation [1,2].
In work environments in manufacturing, assistance for skilled workers becomes crucial. Industrial
companies, beyond ergonomic or safety issues, are starting to consider new qualification needs
and technical competences with regard to operators. Decisions in the overall work processes are
communicated to the operators to improve their information and skills [3].
Moreover, the industrial robotics area is currently developing in specific human-robot interaction
domains from industrial robots to collaborative robots (cobots), especially in small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) due to affordable costs. The classical robotics approach in industrial settings
does not facilitate interaction with humans since people’s safety and factory resources are priorities,
so closed, fenced spaces are only considered [4]. This is the case for mechanical robot arms.
The current move from industrial to collaborative robotics scenarios is transforming the safety model,
the fencing disappears and shared workplaces are favoured for cooperative tasks between human
and robot. Hence, the first kind of interaction being under consideration in Industry is the physical
one. By physical interaction we mean several scenarios considering human and robot [5]: space
sharing, proximity, voluntary physical contact (limited in time), involuntary physical contact (collision),
reciprocal exchange of forces. At a mechanical level, the robot should meet specifications for limiting
force and speed. At the human level, aspects of bio-mechanics, risk prevention and injuries associated
with involuntary physical contacts should be analysed.
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One of the purposes of collaborative robotics development is to introduce robot-based solutions in
small and medium-sized companies [6]. Thus, it is convenient to find out the degree of maturity of the
current industrial robotics area towards new interaction models. In these human-machine interaction
models there are several functionalities to be developed [7]: planning, monitoring, intervention,
learning, interaction between human and artificial agent (trained to have a dialogue with the human),
assessment of mental load, levels of automation (manual, shared, and supervised control). Following
this innovation path, industrial robotics evolves towards cognitive robotics. Moreover, considering
progress in artificial intelligence, the integration of humans with artificial engineering systems is an
interesting research area to be analysed [8,9].
Research on workers and robots interaction is an emerging area evolving as the current robotics
also does it within the framework of the new industrial paradigm called connected factory or Industry
4.0. At the plant level, the human operator should interact with several devices with changing
capabilities as the synergy between artificial intelligence algorithms and electronic devices with fault
diagnosis functionalities increases, communications using advanced protocols, etc.
As long as research on increasing social skills of the future human operator is being developed,
it should be also ensured that the design of work tasks promotes standardisation [10,11]:
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the human-robot team make a significant contribution to task effectiveness and productivity.
Provide people with the appropriate level of autonomy for make decisions, procedure and task execution.
Provide opportunities for novice operators for the development of existing skills and acquisition
of new skills.
Provide sufficient feedback for maintain the human operator in the loop.

From a cognitive or social interaction approach, the improvement in the development of
algorithms should allow the intelligent robot or cognitive agent to know about the operator’s working
preferences, how to adapt to them, how to suggest better/optional ways of joint working and how to
enhance the operator’s skills. The dialogue between operator and robot should be changeable and
allow advances in operator learning and in the perception of comfort that the operator experiences
when working with robots [12]. Hence, one of the functionalities of cognitive robots is that of cognitive
assistance. However, cognitive assistance in the form of an automatic expert partner is far from the
functionality of today’s collaborative robots, mainly focused on safety and physical assistance.
The purpose of this work is to show how a cognitive assistant module endowed into a collaborative
robot (cobot) can contribute to (i) improving task effectiveness and productivity, (ii) providing
autonomy for the human supervisor to make decisions, providing or improving human operators’
skills, and (iii) giving feedback to the human operator in the loop. In the next section, a comparison
between several approaches in human-robot tasks, metrics and teams is introduced, so allowing us
the definition of an interactive model. The design of the assistant robot is expanding the architecture
proposal in [2], a joint one formed by operator, advisor agent and collaborative robot. Evidence of how
this designed cognitive assistant robot contributes to improving human operators’ skills and process
productivity is obtained by evaluating our approach on the variability reduction in a manual assembly
system. From a manufacturing perspective, variability is a negative situation defined as an inherent
process deviation from a specified requirement or nominal value [13]. In Section 3, the overall study and
analysis are performed on a model of the assembly system obtained using the Functional Resonance
Analysis Method methodology (FRAM) [14]. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the obtained
results and further research to be developed.
2. Performance of Human-Robot Systems
Periodically, researchers carry out the validity of methodological proposals in Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI) using several measures [15,16]. According to the increasing presence of collaborative
and intelligent robots in industry, standardised metrology for the performance measurement of
human-robot (H-R) systems [17] is still needed in the manufacturing environment.
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2.1. State of the Art
A comparison among several approaches introduced in recent published works is presented
in Table 1. Columns show the robotics approach employed (Research, Social and Industry),
the interaction level considered (Physical, Cognitive), the employed metrics and some main
characteristics of the approach.
Table 1. A comparison among several Human-Robot Interaction metrics. Columns show the robotics
approach, the interaction level, the employed metrics and some particular features. H, R notation
means human or robot (traded), while H-R means human and robot (shared).
Approach

Category

Metrics

Features

Research [15]

Cognitive

H,R task effectiveness, Interaction
effort, Situational awareness

Review and Classification of common
metrics

Research [17]

Physical and
Cognitive

Human-robot teaming performance

Developing a metrology suite

Research [18]

Physical

Subjective metrics in a 7-point Likert
scale survey (seven heuristics)

Physical human interaction is modelled as
informative and not as a disturbance

Research [19]

Cognitive

Physiological, Task analysis

Model and comparison of H-H team, H-R
team

Research [20]

Cognitive

Fluency

H-R teams research

Social [21]

Cognitive

System Usability
questionnaire

Social [22]

Cognitive

Task effectiveness

Industry [23]

Physical

Human localization,
Performance

Industry [24]

Physical

Completion task time

Robotic assembly systems

Industry [25]

Physical

H-R distance, speed, performance;
Time collision

Algorithm case studies, Standards ISO
13855, ISO TS 15066

Industry [26]

Physical

H-R risk, Degree of collaboration,
Task analysis

Assembly line with H-R shared tasks

Industry [27]

Physical and
Cognitive

Level of Collaboration; H,R fully
controlled, cooperation

Holistic perspective
cooperation

Scale

(SUS)

Early detection neurological impairments
such as dementia
H-R model with perception, knowledge,
plan and action

Latency,

Prediction of future locations of H,R for
safety

in

human-robot

The column Category in Table 1 shows that whether the interaction is Physical, the main concern is
to establish safety in the use of collaborative robots, for instance in [18] or ISO TS 15066 standard in [25].
From the robot side, the speed of the robot’s terminal element is regulated and the force exerted by the
mechanical arm is limited. Talking about the human side, possible collisions between human and robot
are analysed and risk prevention due to the impact on various sensitive parts of the human body [26].
The wide variety of scenarios, the type of terminal element used by the robot, the manipulation that the
robot is performing on a part in a task, the proximity of the human, makes very complicated to obtain
a generic performance metric [17]. In the case of adding a collaborative robot in a manual workplace,
the reduction of human physical fatigue should be measurable. Some authors propose to establish a
measure of the level of collaboration [27]. If the percentage of tasks performed by the robot in an H-R
system is increased, the human workload is decreasing.
When the Category’s label for the interaction is Cognitive, it is convenient to employ a measure
of the performance of the automatic task planner: what tasks does the human do, what tasks are
assigned to the robot [22]. For this kind of interaction, it is a key issue to enhance the perception of the
environment. Using sensors, operators can be located, so other robots, predict the human’s intention
to move, analyse the execution time of the human’s tasks and assess whether the robot can optimise
sub-tasks initially assigned to the human. It can be also identified human’s working styles, the rhythm
in which the human performs his/her tasks, changes in this rhythm. Hence, the robot can suggest
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that operators change their working behaviors. For instance, the not so noticeable fatigue is mental
fatigue. By applying sensors for measuring heart rate or respiratory rate, for example, it is possible
to collect data on the state of the human and recommend breaks. Some authors focus their research
in the direction of an intuitive human-robot interaction taking into account human cognitive skills.
For instance, speed control of a mobile robot [28], or in communication with a collaborative robot [29].
In both cases, brain computer interfaces (BCI) are used to achieve a good accuracy and improve the
feedback answer between human and robot for an effective performance. All this sensory devices
can become invasive, and traditionally a questionnaire is used when the task is finished, to collect the
subjective assessment of the operator. The NASA-TLX questionnaire measures mental load and is
suitable for assessing differences in cognitive load when the human is carrying out a main task and a
secondary task is added [15,19].
Thus, an improved workplace setting should take into account the joint framework conformed by
human, cognitive agent, and collaborative robot. In this context, we should distinguish two roles for
the human: supervisor and operator. In the case of a human with the role of supervisor, the cognitive
agent assists her/him in deciding the best task planning. The cognitive robot can show the performance
of the set of operators that work with collaborative robots and can provide guidelines for a better
assignment of tasks to operators. Besides, for a human in the role of operator who works with the
collaborative robot, the cognitive agent/robot can remind the operator about performance in previous
days, and can advise her/him on maintaining the working mode or changing to improve performance.
In the case of new operators, the cognitive robot can provide feedback to enhance learning.
2.2. General HRI Metrics
Regarding Human-Robot Interaction metrics, the usual human-centred interaction metrics
consider effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction. Metrics to be considered are, for instance, degree of
success in completing a task, total task time, user physical load or mental workload. These starting
HRI metrics should be increased with metrics associated with the robot behaviour, which in the
industrial field are known as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as percentage of use of the robot,
tasks successfully completed by the robot, task time. Some standardised metrics for task effectiveness
and task efficiency are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Task effectiveness and task efficiency metrics for measuring performance of human-robot interaction.
Metric

Detail

Task effectiveness
TSR
F

(H, R) Task Success Rate with respect to the total number of tasks in the activity
Frequency with which the human requests assistance to complete their tasks

Task efficiency
CAT
TT
IT
FD

Concurrent Activity Time (H-R): percentage of time that the two agents are active in the
same time interval
Time to complete a task (H, R)
Idle Time: percentage of time the agent (H, R) is idle
Functional Delay: percentage of time between tasks when changing the agent (H, R)

For measuring user satisfaction in the interaction, qualitative questionnaires is the main approach.
In the application of satisfaction questionnaires, the need to adapt existing questionnaires in
human-computer interaction to a broader scope should be addressed. As a starting point, a first
approach is to adapt questions from questionnaire models, such as the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) [30], System Usability Scale (SUS) [31], Fluency (Subjective Fluency Metrics) [20] and the Part
C questionnaire on comfort in ISO 9241-420 Table D.1 [32]. To facilitate the use of these heuristics,
a consensus scale is required. For example, a 5-point Likert scale, where in many of the heuristics
the ends of the scale are ‘Strongly disagree’ and ‘Strongly agree’. These cited qualitative metrics for
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measuring interaction from the user satisfaction perspective are partial since once an H-R task is
defined, the synergy between each of the agents involved leads to a broader model that must consider
the overall performance and teamwork fluency [33,34], which are quantitative measures used for
effectiveness and efficiency.
Our proposal is defending quantitatively measuring the overall satisfaction of the interaction, i.e.,
user satisfaction, but also ‘task satisfaction’, by using variability in the task efficiency metric ‘time to
complete a task’, TT. That is, we propose to move from both direct quantitative robotics and qualitative
human measures to the overall product or process quality evaluation.
2.3. Metrics for Product/Process Quality Evaluation: Variability
The product or process quality evaluation aims to investigate if a task or an activity requires
improvements in terms of standardization and reduction of process instability or variability [35,36].
From a manufacturing approach, variability is defined as an inherent process deviation from a nominal
value. In [35], process variability is identified as a coefficient of variation CV,
CV =

σ
mv

(1)

where σ is the standard deviation and mv is the mean value of time data or success rate data. As a
consequence, variability is a negative situation which requires a more controlled condition to achieve
the designed process and product quality values [37]. In order to ensure the product quality and
save manufacturing costs, growing attention has been paid to the problem of the stability of the
manufacturing process with unknown probability distribution and trend [38].
The collaboration of workers in automated tasks using cobots improves product quality and
process results, but introduces such a kind of unknown/unpredictable variability, especially in time
execution for activities. Once all activities are mapped and measured, it is useful to identify a list
of them which present a high level of process variability PV (see Figure 1). The amount of process
variability can be categorised (‘Low PV’, ’Medium PV’, High PV’) according to either previously
registered dispersion in the measures (data-driven), activity modelling in simulation (model driven),
or both in the case of digital twins [39]. In case to detect a certain amount of variability, cognitive
assistance to the worker can be employed to provide a set of recommendations related with timing,
checking accuracy, training for novice workers, modifications in the order. In a qualitative manner,
cognitive assistance is related to process variability. After a new execution phase and collected data,
variability is again measured and task allocation is reconsidered.
2.4. Proposed Human-Robot Interactive System
The proposed discussion will support Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) designers to adopt
a structured methodology for the analysis of the integration of collaborative systems. AS with [40],
a manual assembly system is evaluated as human-robot interactive system. A preliminary task/activity
allocation defines whether an assembly activity can be performed exclusively by the human (H),
exclusively by the robot (R) or equally by the human and robot (H or R) [41].
The new industrial robotics approach goes beyond the design of an interactive system focused
on people. Since the robot has more capabilities, the interaction with a human should be more
complete. Following the design focused on interactive systems, it is provided in Figure 2 a popular
starting scheme of different phases: context of use (research, academic domain), requirements analysis
(simulation scenario, laboratory scenario, the robot is a mechanical arm), design (workstation, task),
launch (programming, execution) and evaluation (performance, metrics).
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Figure 1. Analysing process variability in human-robot collaborative tasks and task allocation.

Figure 2. Interactive model for human-robot tasks. The shadow zone is where our approach is focusing.

Starting from the components Context of Use, Safety standards specified, and Requirements Analysis,
Human-Robot (H-R) activity modelling (Modelling H-R Tasks) should be addressed, i.e., the input
component into the shadow zone in Figure 2 where our study is focused. In our case, the FRAM
(Functional Resonance Analysis Method) model, just introduced in the next section, is employed.
From these preliminary results, two scenarios are considered, one of them in a Simulation Environment
and the other in the actual Process Plant, eventually into an academic laboratory. This modelling
phase is relevant since robots are being introduced in workplaces where initially the activity was
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manual, so it is a key point to assess the acquisition of skills, and move from novice operators to expert
operators [42].
In the Simulation Part (shadow zone in Figure 2), it is convenient to define a Task configuration
—in this case through an interface developed in FlexSim [43]. The H-R Simulation scenario is then
programmed and its Execution is performed on 3D RoboDK software (https://robodk.com/) since
Universal Robots UR3e are considered in the physical setting. In the process plant part, out of the scope
of this article, Task allocation should be defined for the assignment of activities. The H-R Workstation
scenario focuses on the design of the workplace and the type of terminal element. In our case,
Programming would be coded on Polyscope program for UR3e robots. For both scenarios, the simulated
one and the actual process plant, non deterministic human behaviour should be addressed, even more,
in some cases the execution of an activity performed by an operator may be delayed. The human could
divide attention between several tasks/workstations at the same time, fatigue can appear, error in the
execution of actions should be considered, especially for either, novice operators or operators assigned
to a new workstation. The robot does not escape from an irregular execution either since it must be
assessed whether the robot program works optimally or can be improved: the robot has been working
for a while and the motors have overheated, the program can be optimised by modifying speeds, force,
path points.
Performance Evaluation of activities will be processed taking into consideration task efficiency
and effectiveness metrics from the point of view of variability, as previously introduced. Since high
variability is a negative behaviour for the system, it will be evaluated into the model for task timing
and precision. For instance, to measure uncertainty in the time to complete a task (efficiency),
time that novice operators need to complete an activity after requesting/obtaining assistance from
the robot (effectiveness), or production quality related with rejected products from the workstation.
These measures conform the information to be employed to provide cognitive feedback (feedback line
in Figure 2) to the human, modify robot actuation (H,R Skills) and perform a new task modelling.
2.5. Functional Resonance Analysis Methodology
The variability of human behaviour during plan execution poses a difficult challenge for
human-robot teams. Some researchers use the theory of mind (ToM), or the ability to infer beliefs,
desires and intentions of others [44]. The Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM) allows
modelling complex socio-technical systems by collecting data from real/simulated work practices.
It provides a tool to describe system outcomes using the idea of resonance arising from the variability
of everyday performance. By understanding sources of human variability using FRAM it could be
possible design cognitive assistant robots with the aim to balance this variability. FRAM is based on
four basic principles [45,46],
•
•

•

•

Principle of Equivalence of Successes and Failures. Failures and successes stem from the same
source. When outcomes differ, this does not imply that the underlying process is different.
Principle of Approximate Adjustment. As systems operate in environments uncertain and
dynamic, they are partially under-specified to allow them to approximately adjust their
performance to the wide variety of operating conditions, leading to performance variability.
Principle of Emergence. Everyday operational conditions are variable, so performance also is
it. Variability within one activity can be managed or monitored; however variability in multiple
activities can combine in unanticipated ways.
Principle of Functional Resonance. Variability from multiple activities could lead to consequences
that are disproportional large, producing non-linear effects [45] and spreading to other activities
through their couplings, which can lead to unexpected and adverse events.

In the context of human-robot interactive systems, the application of FRAM when modelling
H-R tasks in order to get task allocation/configuration between human operator and robot allows
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in a straightforward form to evaluate variability as a performance measure. Whit this aim in mind,
some analysis steps are necessary,
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify and describe system activities into a task, and characterise each one using a six basic
characteristics (aspects) schema: Resource, Precondition, Input, Time, Control, Output. See Figure 3
and Table 3.
Check the completeness/consistency of the model. In this point, a discussion about the work of
human-robot teams is required.
Characterise the potential variability of the activities in the FRAM human-robot model.
Define useful variability metrics.
Identify an effective task allocation/configuration between human and robots.

Figure 3. FRAM activity/function representation [45] in order to graphically represent instances in a
FRAM study.
Table 3. Aspects related to an <ACTIVITY>.
Aspects

Description

Input (I)

It activates the activity and/or is used or transformed to produce the Output.
Constitutes the link to upstream activities.
It is the result of the activity. Constitutes the link to downstream activities.
Conditions to be fulfilled before the activity can be performed.
Components needed or consumed by the activity when it is active.
Supervises or regulates the activity such that it derives the desired Output.
Temporal aspects that affect how the activity is carried out.

Output (O)
Precondition (P)
Resource (R)
Control (C)
Time (T)

The variability of an activity’s output is revealed by the variability occurred in its outputs, and is
referred to the deviation of one or several of the following dimensions such as: timing, duration,
magnitude, object, and so on, with respect to an expected value. Thus, the variability occurred
in the upstream functions affects the performance of the downstream function. The subsequent
propagation of the variability in the system may lead to nonlinear effect called resonance generating
unexpected/uncontrolled consequences. However, the impact of such variability over the system
cannot be determined by observing the variability of the upstream function output only. In fact,
it also depends on the variability acceptance capacity of the function receiving inputs (downstream).
Thus, the functional resonance effect is triggered by the output variability of the upstream function
exceeding the variability dumping capacity of the downstream function [47].
All the elements highlighted in Figure 2 are now defined: human and robotics activities will
be modelled using FRAM, because this methodology allows the evaluation of the variability in
quantitative measures. Modelling configures a task in several activities, which will be simulated using
FlexSim, RodoDK and UR robots simulator, and executed to get information about this variability in
the measure. According to the obtained performance, feedback is provided to improve human skills
and robot behaviour. Eventually, this feedback will generate new interaction models for the task. In the
next section, all these elements will be implemented in the form of a manual assembly task and results
obtained from the executed simulation will be analysed.
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3. Environment Modelling and Simulation
This section will provide a precise description of the experimental setup, in the form of
collaborative manual assembly; metrics under consideration, mainly variability depending on user
preferences and selected process strategies, impacting on product/process quality; modelling of the
task, using the FRAM method, in the form of activities; obtained results in a simulated environment;
their interpretation, as well as the experimental conclusions that are drawn from the simulated
experiences of the manual assembly task. For ease of discussion, FRAM principles of failures and
emergence are out of the scope in this article.
3.1. Experimental Setup: A Manual Assembly Task
The production process to be automated is an assembly system, which is part of a whole
production system. In Figure 4, the components of the assembly task are shown. The product
to be assembled (see Figure 5) requires three parts: a base on which a bearing is placed and finally the
assembly is sealed with a cap. As an initial stage it is assumed that the raw material is always available.
The workstation process is described as follows (Work as Imagined, WAI [45]):
1.
2.
3.
4.

It is verified that there is a base, a bearing and a cap from the stock to start the assembly.
Get a base from the stock, get the bearing and pre-assemble on the base.
Next, get the cover and assemble the product.
Take the assembly and store it in a stock.

Figure 4. Simulated layout of an assembly task.

Figure 5. Product and assembly steps.
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This process of assembly will continue until completing the production order, or until the end of
the work shift. Input and output stocks can be into either, the same or different location.
3.2. Activities Modelling for the Manual Assembly Task
The goal of the model is the allocation of functions needed to perform product assembly, and to
assign functions to the operator or robot within the workplace in a collaborative human-robot
environment. For the modelling, first a basic model of the necessary functions of the process is
created, without considering who performs the function, and then 3 scenarios are established for
the execution,
•
•
•

Scenario 1. Fully manual task.
Scenario 2. Fully automated task with a robot (a cobot is supposed).
Scenario 3. The process is executed in a collaborative manner, human-robot shared task.

The FRAM methodology (Functional Resonance Analysis Method) [14] is followed for modelling,
based on the four steps described above.
3.2.1. Identify and Describe Functions
Based on the description of the process, the following are the <ACTIVITIES> associated with the
[MANUAL ASSEMBLY] Task. Each work task in the process is divided into activities, assignable to H, R,
or both H-Rs. In the context of the FRAM model, activities are also referred as Functionalities,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>
<ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>
<GET BASE>
<GET BEARING>
<GET CAP>
<CHECK PRODUCT>
<START PRODUCTION>
<CHECK PARTS>
<PROVIDE PARTS>
<STORE ASSEMBLY>

These Activities or Functionalities are described in a FRAM form. For illustrative purposes,
the <ASSEMBLY PRODUCT> activity is shown in Table 4. Function Type is not initially described as far as
it can be either ‘Human’, when performed by an operator, or ‘Technological’, when is a cobot under
consideration. An instance of the model in the FRAM visualisation tool, shown in Figure 6, highlights
the <ASSEMBLY PRODUCT> function considered to be an objective function of the system.
Table 4. Function <ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>.
Name of Function

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Description
Function Type

Assembly the PRODUCT, put the CAP in the ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE, end of process
Not initially described

Aspect

Description of Aspect

Input
Input
Output
Time

(BASE_BEARING) in position
(CAP) in position
PRODUCT
Assembly Process
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Figure 6. The assembly task as an instance of the model FRAM.

3.2.2. Scenario 1. Fully Manual Task
In this scenario the functions will be executed by a single operator, within the work shift,
who performs assemblies according to the production orders that arrive at the workstation. For the
execution of the functions a new function is added to the basic model, called <OPERATORS>,
which oversight resource operator, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Function <OPERATORS>.
Name of Function

<OPERATORS>

Description
Function Type

Oversight resource operator
Human

Aspect

Description of Aspect

Input
Output
Control

Assembly Process
O PERATOR
Work Permit

According to the FRAM methodology the functions executed by the operator are ‘Human’ type.
Therefore the Function Type characteristic initially labelled as ‘Not described initially’ now changes
according to those options shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Function Type defined as ‘Human’ for all the activities in the manual assembly task.
Function

Function Type

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>
<ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>
<GET BASE>
<GET BEARING>
<GET CAP>
<OPERATORS>
<CHECK PRODUCT>

Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
Human
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3.2.3. Scenario 2. Fully Automated Task with a Robot
In this scenario functions are executed by a single robot, within the work shift, which performs
the amount of assemblies possible according to the production orders. For the execution, the function
called <OPERATORS> is redefined as shown in Table 7.
Now the functions executed by the Robot are of the Technological type, and the ‘Function type’
characteristic changes according to those shown in Table 8.
Table 7. Function <OPERATORS>.
Name of Function

<OPERATORS>

Description
Function Type

Oversight resource operator
Human

Aspect

Description of Aspect

Input
Output
Control

Assembly Process
R OBOT
Work Permit

Table 8. Function Type defined as ‘Technological’ for all the activities in the Scenario 2.
Function

Function Type

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>
<ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>
<GET BASE>
<GET BEARING>
<GET CAP>
<OPERATORS>
<CHECK PRODUCT>

Technological
Technological
Technological
Technological
Technological
Human
Technological

3.2.4. Scenario 3. The Process is Executed in a Collaborative Manner, Human-Robot Shared Task
In this scenario, the functions will be executed collaboratively by either an operator or a robot,
within the work shift, performing assemblies according to the production orders. For the execution,
the function <OPERATORS> is in charge of changing the type of function within the model, according to
the strategy established by a human agent or by a technological agent. As result, now the functions
executed by the robot are ‘Technological’ type, and the functions executed by the operator are ‘Human’
type. The characteristic changes according to those shown in Table 9.
The choice between ‘Technological’ and ‘Human’ for this scenario has been determined in order to
mix both types for Assembly functions and Get functions, for illustrative purposes. It has been assumed
that the base-bearing assembly is a delicate one, from a decorative perspective. Hence, introducing
dexterous human abilities will improve final quality of the product from a decorative/customer
perspective that the robot is not able to perform always with the current sensor setting or programming.
Table 9. Function Type defined as ‘Human’ or ‘Technological’ depending on the activities to be
performed in the Scenario 3.
Function

Function Type

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>
<ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>
<GET BASE>
<GET BEARING>
<GET CAP>
<OPERATORS>
<CHECK PRODUCT>

Technological
Human
Human
Human
Technological
Human
Technological
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3.3. Identifying Variability
For the identification of the variability, the type of function defined in the model is considered.
The objective of the study is to determine the variability according to the type of agent used to perform
the functions. Based on the FRAM methodology, to check the variability of the performance of the
output of the functions, the characteristics Time and Quality are selected.
The measurement of the output characteristics will be performed through the ‘Time to Task’ and
‘High Quality Product Percentage’ KPIs, as it can be seen in Table 10.
Table 10. KPI quantitative variables definition.
Characteristic

KPI

Description

Time
Quality

Time to Task
High Quality Product Percentage

Time to complete a product (total assembly)
Ratio of high quality products to total production
expressed as a percentage

Based on the definitions, Equations (2) and (3) show how they are calculated, respectively,
5

Time to Task =

∑ TAi

(2)

i =1

with TAi being the time to complete activities <GET BASE>, <GET BEARING>, <ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>,
<GET CAP>, and <ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>, for i = 1, . . . , 5, respectively, and
High Quality Product Percentage =

NHighProduct
· 100
NTotalProducts

(3)

As a general concept, for each planned scenario, the characteristics of the operator are considered
to be sources of Time variability. Reversely, Quality of the final product will vary and be reduced when
robots are considered into the process. All the products have, at least, Standard quality, but most
of them are High quality in some sense for the customer, not affecting functioning but, for instance,
decorative issues. For example, the parts for the assembly arrive at the process without any orientation,
the process assembly its products with high efficacy and typical quality, but if the operator aligns them
by changing their orientation, the customer perceives a better quality of the product. This alignment is
an easy task of decision for the human operator, while for the robot it would require the use of extra
sensors, for example artificial vision.
3.3.1. Scenario 1. Fully Manual Task
In this scenario the variability is considered to depend on the type of operator performing the
process, defined as Expert, Standard or Novice. Based on the FRAM methodology, Tables 11 and 12
show the characteristics considered.
Table 11. Potential output variability for Time in Scenario 1.
Function

Type Operator

Output

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Expert
Standard
Novice

Too early: Time to Task down and keep regular in time
On Time: Time to Task is according to design
Too Late: Time to Task increases with irregular variations
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Table 12. Potential output variability for Quality in Scenario 1.
Function

Type Operator

Output

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Expert
Standard
Novice

High Quality Product Percentage value is high
High Quality Product Percentage value is typical
High Quality Product Percentage value is low

3.3.2. Scenario 2. Fully Automated Task with a Robot
Based on the FRAM methodology, Tables 13 and 14 show the characteristics considered. The ’Type
Operator’ is a cobot that can be considered in a Basic version or an Optimised one, which is faster
processing parts.
Table 13. Potential output variability for Time in Scenario 2.
Function

Type Operator

Output

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Optimised
Basic

Too early: Time to Task down
On Time: Time to Task is the same all the time
Too late: Not possible, except in case of complete breakdown

Table 14. Potential output variability for Quality in Scenario 2.
Function

Type Operator

Output

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Optimised
Basic

High Quality Product Percentage value is high
High Quality Product Percentage value is typical

3.3.3. Scenario 3. The Process is Executed in a Collaborative Manner, Human-Robot Shared Task
In this scenario, the variability will be the result of the multiple possible combinations
of the variability of the human-type functions and the technological functions; the result
depends on the strategy of assignment of the activities. In this first version, the MABA-MABA
(Men-Are-Better-At/Machines-Are-Better-At) method is considered [48], for which it is assumed
that the human operator better develops the function <ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>, and the robot for
the function <ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>. Tables 15 and 16 show the characteristics considered, for the
different activities.
Table 15. Potential output variability for Time in Scenario 3.
Function

Type Operator

Output

<ASSEMBLY
BEARING_BASE>

Expert
Standard
Novice

Too early: Time to Task down and keep regular in time
On Time: Time to Task is according to design
Too Late: Time to Task increases with irregular variations

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Optimized
Basic

Too early: Time to Task down
On Time: Time to Task is the same all the time

Table 16. Potential Output variability for Quality in Scenario 3.
Function

Type Operator

Output

<ASSEMBLY
BEARING_BASE>

Expert
Standard
Novice

High Quality Product Percentage value is high
High Quality Product Percentage value is typical
High Quality Product Percentage value is low

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>

Optimised
Basic

High Quality Product Percentage value is high
High Quality Product Percentage value is typical
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3.4. Execution in a Simulated Environment
Experimentation in the Manual Assembly task is performed as described according to the
associated activities. Variability for process Time and product Quality is evaluated. Using the
FRAM approach, the task is simulated (in a Flexsim software scenario) under several contexts of
use. Some distribution functions for variability will be used to perform a realistic simulation of an
industry assembly task.
Before starting the simulation, a virtual basic version of the process was created using the RoboDK
simulation software to obtain realistic completion times for each activity, these will be considered to be
references for the process. Results are shown in Table 17.
Table 17. Time to Task values obtained from the RoboDK virtual model.
Function

Time

<ASSEMBLY PRODUCT>
<ASSEMBLY BEARING_BASE>
<GET BASE>
<GET BEARING>
<GET CAP>

3.3 s
1.0 s
1.9 s
2.0 s
2.3 s

Time to Task, mvt

10.6 s

Using the FRAM methodology, two variation characteristics are considered in a straightforward
form, Time, expressed as for Time to Task (in seconds) and Quality, defined as the Percentage of
High-quality Products Completed (in %).
For the simulation, two types of distribution functions are used. The operator takes different
time periods to perform operations about take and place the different parts for the assembly. Time for
these operations tends to be greater than the average value for robot, thus affecting downstream in the
assembly process and increasing the total production time of the parts. Following the recommendations
of experts in manufacturing modelling [49], a lognormal distribution is used for this type of cases (see
Table 18). The Mean variation value (∆mv = 0 s), i.e., how much time, in mean, is used for the different
kind of operators for each activity, is not modified. Hence, there is not difference in how fast are
operators completing activities. However, standard deviation increases when expertness operator
decreases. In this form, for the study, only variability is affecting Time process.
Table 18. Values used in distribution functions for Time, the same for all the functions.
Function

Type Operator

Value

Log-Normal()

Expert
Standard
Novice

∆mv = 0 s, σ = 3 s
∆mv = 0 s, σ = 4 s
∆mv = 0 s, σ = 5 s

Variations in the assembly process affect product Quality, in this case between High quality
and Typical quality values. For this case, according to [49], a Bernoulli distribution function is used
(see Table 19). It is considered that 98% of products are High quality when activities are performed
by an expert operator. This percentage decreases to 90% and 80% for the case of standard and novice
operators, respectively.
Table 19. Values used in distribution functions for Quality, the same for all the functions.
Function

Type Operator

Output

Bernoulli()

Expert
Standard
Novice

98 % High Quality products
90 % High Quality products
80 % High Quality products
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For the simulation the Flexsim software has been configured with a working time of 3600s, that is
one hour, and a total of 30 replicates per experiment, to avoid bias from the probability distribution.
3.5. Results on Task Indicators
In this section, the results for task indicators (Time to Task and Percentage of products finished
with high quality) are shown using simple statistics (mean and standard deviation).
3.5.1. Scenario 1. Fully Manual Task
For the first scenario it is considered that only one operator develop activities. It can be observed
how mean time mvt and its standard deviation σt for completing the task increases as the level of
expertise decreases (see Table 20). It should be noted that it was supposed that all the operators
are identically fast performing activities (∆mv = 0). Thus, variability introduces delays in the task
performance from 11.87 s to complete a task, in the case of an expert operator, to 13.77 and 15.20 s,
for the other two cases. In this form, an expert operator is able to complete 173 products in one hour,
a standard one is completing 152 products and a novice operator is only completing 138 products.
Table 20. Scenario 1: Results for Time (mvt , σt ) and Quality (mvQ , σQ ).
Type Operator

mvt (s)

σt ( s )

mvQ (%)

σQ (%)

Expert
Standard
Novice

11.87
13.77
15.20

0.43
0.57
0.81

98%
90%
80%

3.01
3.79
4.03

As it could be expected, mean quality mvQ is similar to the default percentages assigned for
each type of operator (see Table 19). However, it is worth noting how standard deviation for high
product quality σQ gets significantly high values for all the type of operators, showing clearly how
time variability impacts on final product Quality.
3.5.2. Scenario 2. Fully Automated Task with a Robot
For this fully automated scenario, it is considered for the cobot that starting from the
typical/normal condition, an optimization upgrade allows increase its speed by 20%, and so is
the result for mvt , as displayed in Table 21. In addition, no time deviation is considered, as it is the
usual high precision case in industrial robotics, therefore σt gets a null value as result.
Table 21. Scenario 2: Results for Time (mvt , σt ) and Quality (mvQ , σQ ).
Type Operator

mvt (s)

σt ( s )

mvQ (%)

σQ (%)

Optimized
Basic

10.0
11.0

0.0
0.0

79%
79%

3.14
3.50

Our hypothesis is that the cobot is not well prepared for this new task, because some decorative
specifications are asked for the user that the robot is not able to sense. This is the reason human
operators help in the assembly process. Consequently, the mean value used in the distribution function
for high quality products is 79%, below novice operator. Consequently, a similar mvQ is obtained
as result for both type of cobots. It is worth noting that standard deviation value is higher for the
basic operator than for the upgraded (faster) one. Hence, high quality is not downgraded because
faster processing.
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3.5.3. Scenario 3. The Process is Executed in a Collaborative Manner, Human-Robot Shared Task
The implementation of the MABA-MABA strategy has been carried out in this scenario, as a result
of which there are six possible cases, as observed in Table 22. For the implementation of the cases the
ETTO [50] (Efficiency-Thoroughness Trade-Off) principle has been maintained.
For this collaborative scenario, mvt values are ever higher than the ones for the fully automated
scenario. No significant time increase is observed for the basic cobot, hence humans are not delaying
too much the product completion. However, this is the case for the optimised cobot case, for all the
type of human operators. As a first conclusion, optimised cobots are not worthy for the collaborative
scenario in this assembly task. The standard deviation is reduced from the totally manual scenario,
as it is expected because cobots are not inserting variability.
Table 22. Scenario 3: Results for Time (mvt , σt ) and Quality (mvQ , σQ ).
Operator (R)

Operator (H)

mvt (s)

σt ( s )

mvQ (%)

σQ (%)

Basic

Expert
Standard
Novice

11.03
11.93
12.43

0.18
0.25
0.50

98%
89%
79%

2.96
2.99
3.39

Optimized

Expert
Standard
Novice

10.93
11.03
11.80

0.25
0.18
0.41

98%
90%
79%

3.07
3.04
3.43

For the measure of Quality, it is important to highlight how percentages of high quality products
mvQ in this collaborative scenario are very similar to the ones in the totally manual scenario. That is,
the human-robot shared task allows outperforming the low percentage due to the use of only cobots
due to the dexterous expertise of the human operators.
In Figure 7 the boxplot for the variation of the Time to Task for 30 replicates is shown in a
workspace composed of a Human Operator (Expert, Standard, Novice) and the Robot Operator set
Basic, in this image you can see a greater variability in the novice operator. A similar boxplot figure is
displayed in Figure 8 for the percentage of high quality products. For this scenario, quality is more
related to the characteristics that the operator imposes on the process, which is why there is greater
variability for each case.

Figure 7. Time variation with Operator Robotic Basic in Scenario 3.
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Figure 8. Quality variation with Operator Human Standard in Scenario 3.

4. Discussion
From the FRAM methodology (model, scenarios and identification of variability) and the
simulation of the model (distribution function, discrete event simulation) it has been quantitatively
checked that variability in the output of the system is directly related to the performance of the type
of operator in the workplace. Now is time to convert these results into cognitive information, so the
operator can organize her/his shift time, the supervisor can organize production, and the robot can,
eventually, recommend some strategies to the operator or the supervisor in case some deviation in the
actual production specifications is happening.
For this analysis, the coefficients of variation defined in Equation (1) as the ratio between standard
deviation and mean expressed as a percentage, are used for the operator human, the one introducing
variability in time. Hence, CVTA is calculated and displayed in Table 23 in reference to the time in
activities (5) to complete the product, as the mean value, CVTA = σt /mvt .
Table 23. Results for the overall activity (Manual Assembly). Values are the mean for each the activities
related for the task.
Operator (H)

mvt (s)

σt ( s )

CVTA

Expert
Standard
Novice

2.34
2.70
2.99

0.07
0.09
0.10

2.99
3.33
3.34

In Table 24, CVTT represents the resulting variation in time for the assembly of the product.
Values for mean and standard deviation are obtained from Table 20.
Table 24. Results for the overall tasks (Manual Assembly). Values are the mean for all the task.
Operator (H)

mvt (s)

σt ( s )

CVT T

Expert
Standard
Novice

11.87
13.77
15.20

0.43
0.57
0.81

3.62
4.14
5.33

Next, for the Time variable the percentage of variation from mean time in task and time in activity
is obtained,
CVTT
%Vart =
(4)
CVTA
It is shown in Table 25 the results obtained for variability at each scenario.
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Table 25. Relation of Coefficient of Variation for Time and Quality.
Scenario

Operator (H)

1

Expert
Standard
Novice

2

CVTA

CVT T

%Vart

CVQI

CVQT

%VarQ

2.99
3.33
3.34

3.62
4.14
5.33

121.12
124.18
159.36

4.3
4.3
4.3

3.07
3.79
5.04

71.43
97.93
117.15

Optimized
Basic

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

4.3
4.3

3.97
4.43

92.43
103.03

Operator (R)

3

Expert
Standard
Novice

Optimized

2.99
3.33
3.34

2.28
1.63
3.47

76.46
48.96
103.92

4.3
4.3
4.3

3.13
3.38
4.34

72.85
78.55
100.97

3

Expert
Standard
Novice

Basic

2.99
3.33
3.34

1.63
2.09
4.02

54.56
62.89
120.31

4.3
4.3
4.3

3.02
3.36
4.29

70.24
78.13
99.79

A similar percentage of variation is calculated for Quality, also shown in Table 25. In this case, it is
assumed that parts are introduced into the system with the same distribution, independently from the
operator in the activities. The coefficient of quality in input, CVQI has the same value for all the cases,
and the quality total of output is CVQT , hence %VarQ = CVQT /CVQI .
4.1. General Remarks
As it can be see in Table 25, input variations are amplified through the system. Novice operators
insert the greatest variation and therefore there is the greatest amplification. On the other hand, if the
system activities are only executed by the robot, quality variability changes when moving from an
optimized robot to a basic one, but not so much.
The Human-Robot collaborative (HRC) system presents less variability for time and quality with
respect to a human only system. Moreover, this scenario increases the production. The assignment of
activities can be optimized based on the information of the activity times employed and the functions
performed, so dynamic assignment of functions is possible. For the assignment of activities, a strategy
is employed based on system operating conditions that are favourable to the operator and that maintain
acceptable levels of efficiency within the work shift. The activity assigner could consider transitioning
from a novice operator to an expert operator and modify the assignment to achieve maximum efficiency
of the HRC system.
4.2. Cognitive Agent Recommendation
Let us suppose that our customer is asking for a batch of products such that at least 85% are high
quality. According to the variability study performed, a fully manual task (Scenario 1) with Expert
or Standard operators is providing for sure this result. It is impossible to get it for the Scenario 2,
only considering a fully automated task. Finally, in the collaborative Scenario 3, again Expert or
Standard operators should be considered. Hence, a first recommendation message is not to consider
novice operators for this case. However, they could be considered in the case that the asked high
quality percentage were 75%. A fully automated scenario could be also considered.
Looking at the percentage of variation for Quality, %VarQ is not spreading in the Scenario 1 for
Expert and Standard operator, so a Standard one can be considered without risks. In the case that the
percentage of high quality products can be reduced to 75% a novice operator is not a good choice for
the Scenario 1 because variation is increased to 117.15%. However, it can be considered in case that
Scenario 3 is selected. A recommendation from the cognitive module would be, in case only novice
operators are available in this moment for this task, to work in a collaborative Scenario 3. In this case,
you can provide autonomy to the novice operator selecting the basic or the optimized version of the
cobot because percentage of high quality products will be similar and variation is also similar.
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A similar study could be performed on the Time specification, depending on the customer
specifications as well as the plant organization, in order to improve task effectiveness and productivity.
5. Conclusions and Further Research
In recent years, robot manufacturers have been introducing collaborative robots into industrial
plants. This paradigm change has key implications in the assessment of how to achieve the desired
production taking into account new actors (cobots). On the one hand, totally automated assembly
systems are possible, but they require design and commissioning of terminal elements for the
robot, robot programming, conditioning of the robotized station and new safety requirements for
collaborative robots. On the other hand, manual assembly systems are available in which the operator
supplies the station (feeding) and performs several assembly tasks with a certain degree of flexibility
but with a decrease in productivity. The intersection or middle point, i.e., balanced collaborative
assembly systems in which operator and robot share physical space, is the subject of study in
this research.
Quantitative results are obtained by identifying sources of variability as a negative effect into
the process, and analysing how they are propagated using two performance metrics (time to task
and percentage of high quality products) and the FRAM methodology. Hence, it is demonstrated
that variability inherent to humans can be bounded near to the precision obtained in fully automated
tasks in a mixed human-robot scenario. Moreover, human flexibility helps to obtain high quality
products even tough robots are not totally equipped to match this level of quality. This beneficial
symbiotic relationship is observed for any level of human expertise. At the same time, this increased
high quality production obtained when human flexibility is considered into the process, is not at cost of
high increasing rates in the time-to-task value. Humans are delaying the total time needed to complete
the overall task, but this delay is bounded by the activities where robots are present.
It should be emphasized that using our proposed approach, recommender systems can assist
humans in tasks allocation (human operator, collaborative robot), identification of optimal production
mixed scenarios and gap reduction in the connectivity between plant and manufacturing execution
systems, allowing analyzing economical costs of possible production scenarios.
In this research work, the workplace was analysed as an isolated system. As a future work,
communication with manufacturing execution system (MES type management systems) should be
considered, towards a complete sociotechnical system. Moreover, by transforming the information
obtained from data in a real-world process into knowledge, it is possible to change the strategy of
assignment of activities. As a further research line, other near engineering disciplines can also benefit
of this kind of studies, such as cognitive systems engineering, information management systems or
resilience engineering.
Finally, another extension to the current work is to add the principle of failure analysis. In the
FRAM methodology, this study means to analyse how to maintain the same level of production when
one part (human or robot) is working in abnormal situation, even missing because parallel works,
and it is necessary to increase the workload of the other part. Furthermore, it would be also possible to
add another module inside the cognitive agent with recommendations in safety critical systems.
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